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Abstract. Colour is used in many conceptual models and is discussed intensively 
since MOODY has published his ‘Physics of Notation’. Yet, choosing the right 
colour for a construct is difficult but crucial. Using a colour for a certain construct 
which is not appropriate can lead to visual stress as well as too much or too little 
emphasis on that construct. The aim of this paper is to give a systematization of 
colour for conceptual modeling by reviewing theories of colour vision, colour 
harmony and visual attention. Based on this review we provide colour 
combinations for different conceptual modeling colour scenarios. 
Keywords: Colour, Hue, Conceptual Modeling, Pop-out, Perceptual 
Discriminability.  
1   Introduction 
Conceptual modeling constructs are mainly distinguished on the basis of the shape [1]. 
In BPMN 2.0, for example, shape (and to a small extent also texture) is used to derive 
the majority of constructs [2], which is useful, as shape has a significant impact on 
object recognition [3]. Yet, shape alone does not produce a high visual distance between 
modeling constructs and thus, leads to a low perceptual discriminability as only one 
visual variable is used to encode visual information. This makes it hard for model users 
to distinguish between constructs [1]. Redundantly using visual variables can help to 
increase perceptual discriminability and allows positive effects such as a faster 
detection of modeling constructs [1]. When visual variables are discussed for redundant 
coding, in most cases also the visual variable colour is included ([2],[4-6]). Colour is 
very powerful as differences in colour can be detected three time faster than shape and 
are more easily remembered [7-8]. Also experiments from visual attention confirm that 
colour dominates other variables [9-10].  
So far, colour has been discussed to visually distinguish matching operators in 
Business Process Models (BPMs) [6], to produce a pop-out of chunks and of model 
elements [11] as well as to encode further information [12]. Colour has also been tested 
empirically for conceptual modeling in [6] and [13], who have shown that if colour is 
used, significant positive effects on comprehension for novices can be achieved. Yet, 
the application of colour still remains subjective. In studies that use colour for 
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conceptual modeling, colour is not selected systematically. [13] argues that assigning a 
certain colour to a model element is very difficult due interrelations between hue and 
brightness. Even for designers choosing the right colour combination is very difficult. 
They often look for inspiration from sources such as art or colour palettes [14] and that 
way, try to avoid disharmonious colour combinations but rather create attractive ones 
which according to [15] works better than unattractive ones. Yet, designers of modeling 
grammars do normally not wish to spend time for being inspired which is why a 
systematization of colour for conceptual modeling would be helpful for them.  
In this study we address the gap of a missing colour systematization for conceptual 
modeling by elaborating scenario-specific colour combinations that modelers can use 
during the modeling process if their modeling tool allows assigning a specific colour, 
that tool-designers can implement in their tools and that designers of modeling 
grammars can use when assigning colours to their constructs. We do not draw 
requirements for colour combinations from every possible perspective but limit our 
study to theories of Visual Attention (to derive scenario-dependent colours), of Colour 
Vision (to derive general and scenario-specific requirements) and of Colour Harmony 
(as in most cases several colours for several constructs are selected that should 
harmonize with each other). We do not discuss cultural-dependent colour perception as 
is recently discussed for conceptual modeling in [16] and remark that colour 
combinations of this paper are rather elaborated for a western context. We further do 
not treat semantics of colours which are also very cultural dependent.     
This research uses design science [17] as research method. Following the research 
method discussed in [18] the paper is structured as follow: We start with a first initiative 
by reviewing conceptual modelling colour scenarios in section 2. Based on the colour 
scenarios we continue with a requirements analysis from theories of Visual Attention 
(section 3.1), Colour Vision (section 3.2) and Colour Harmony (section 3.3). Colour 
combinations for scenarios are presented as artefact and are implemented by giving an 
example in section 4. So far we have not evaluated the colour combinations but will 
present an idea of how this can be done in section 5, which further provides a short 
conclusion and an outlook of future research possibilities.  
2   Colour in Conceptual Modeling 
Colour has been used for different purposes in conceptual modeling: Production of 
a pop-out, a high visual distance as well as to encode further information (see table 1). 
[11] and [13] have used 3-4 colours to produce a pop-out of certain modelling 
elements and to visually distinguish further elements. While [11] made entity-types pop 
out from the rest of ERD-constructs, in [13] a pop-out effect is used for two chunks of 
BPMs. Also in [6] a pop-out of matching operators is discussed. Yet, in their model a 
great number of operators are visually distinguished by colour, which is why we argue 
that they rather aim to produce a high visual distance between operator pairs, as a 
pop-out can only be achieved for very few elements [13]. Further studies that use colour 
to produce a high visual distance for modeling constructs are [2], [19-21]. Colour is 
also used to encode further information in a non-redundant way in [12],[22-24]. The 
number of colours in these studies varies to 2-9 different colours.  
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 Table 1. Colour application scenarios in conceptual modeling 






Scenario 1: Pop-out of model elements and high visual distance of further objects 
Pop-out for important constructs: Pop-out for Entity-Types + 
high visual distance for Relationship-Types and Attributes 
Pop-out for important chunks: Pop-out of parallel and 










Scenario 2: High visual distance 
High visual distance of varying numbers of operator pairs: 
High visual distance of a fix number of constructs:  
e.g. Gateways, DataObjects, Events 
e.g. Process, object, Team 
e.g. Container, Link, Container Unit  



















Scenario 3: Encoding new information (non redundant application of colour) 
Start and Endpoint, nodes that require user’s interaction 
Debit and Credit information in places 
States of activities and delay indicator  













3   Requirements for the scenarios 
Requirements in this section are only discussed for scenario 1 and 2 as in conceptual 
modeling it is already consensus that colour should not be used in a non-redundant way 
[1-2]. In the next subsection requirements are derived from Visual Attention. 
3.1    Requirements from Visual Attention 
Colour is an effective variable to guide human attention [25], and can be used to 
produce a pop-out for the most important constructs of a model. A pop-out effect (as 
seen for the red entity types of fig. 1) is reached when visual variables are used in a way 
that parallel processing is facilitated [26]. In this case, visual information is perceived 
very fast, in less than 200ms, which allows working memory to efficiently process 
information. Yet, as shown by attention researchers such as [27], parallel processing is 
not a rigid state but a pole on a continuum, having serial processing as the other pole. 
Conditions for parallel and serial processing are discussed by [11] for conceptual 
modelling (see fig. 1). Colour can affect parallel or serial processing based on the 
number of unique values, its rang in feature hierarchy, its difference in value intensity 




Figure 1. Continuum between parallel and serial processing on the basis of [11] 
An element that is characterized with a unique value, such as circular for shape (fig. 
2b), is in most cases further placed on the parallel side than an element with no unique 
values. That way, the circle in b) attracts more attention than the red circle in a), that 
does only have values which also appear in distractor elements. According to the theory 
of Feature hierarchy the visual system appears to have a hierarchy for visual variables 
(e. g. luminance dominates hue [25] and hue dominates shape [9]). That way, a unique 
value for hue (as in c) would lead to a more parallel place than a unique value for shape 
(as in b). A further condition concerns the numbers of unique values. In d) luminance 
is introduced as a further unique value besides hue (as in c). That way, the target 
element in d) is characterized with more unique values (hue und luminance) which 
leads to a more parallel position than the target element has in c). Working on the 
condition differences in value intensity does further help to move the element further 
to the parallel pole. In e) we have further increased the luminance difference between 
target and distractor elements and have, that way, increased parallel processing. When 
discussing differences in value intensity between target- and distractor elements, we 
implicitly talk about similarity (target-non-target similarity or T-N similarity). Besides 
T-N similarity also similarity between distractor elements matters (non target-non 
target similarity or N-N similarity) [27]. A target element is placed more on the parallel 
side with distractor elements having a high similarity (as is the case b-d) instead of 
having a lower similarity (such as in f).  
For the two scenarios a different position of the modeling constructs along the 
continuum is required. For the pop-out scenario [13] discusses to place the constructs 
that should pop-out as far to the parallel side as possible (see fig. 3). Further constructs 
can be distinguished by giving them a position which is close to the serial processing 
side to avoid interferences with the pop-out constructs. For the high visual distance 
scenario all relevant constructs can be placed as much to the parallel processing side as 
possible. Based on the different positions within the scenarios the two scenarios require 
a different work on the conditions which are summarized in fig. 3 as requirements from 




Figure 2. Examples to place elements along the continuum 
For the pop-out scenario placing the most important constructs close to the parallel 
processing side can be achieved by creating a unique value for luminance which is 
highest in feature hierarchy and holding this value constant among other constructs. 
That way, a clear focus is achieved with the most important variable of the feature 
hierarchy (req. 1 & 2). Furthermore, a greater number of unique values should be 
created with hue and saturation (req. 3) and value differences should be set as high as 
possible (req. 4). If possible, sufficient differences in value intensity of non pop-out 
constructs should be regarded, too, to further visually distinguish these constructs (req. 
5). For the high visual distance scenario, a pop-out is not required for the constructs but 
visual distances should be arranged as high as possible which requires unique values 
for those constructs with sufficient luminance and hue contrast (req. 1 & 2).  
 
 
Figure 3. a) Scenario-related positions along the continuum and b) requirements from Visual 
Attention 
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3.2   Requirements from Colour Vision 
Implications from colour vision have already been discussed within 38 guideline for 
computer graphics in [28]. In this work we discuss 13 of the more general guidelines 
of [28] which can also be applied for conceptual models (on papers and on screens) and 
whose focus fits to our domain.  
 Human colour vision is trichromatic [29]. The retina has three types of colour-
sensitive photoreceptors that are referred to as S, M, and L cones, which are sensitive 
to short- , middle- as well as long-wavelength of the spectrum [30] and are usually 
termed blue, green and red. We perceive colour by combining the three receptor inputs 
into a unique triplet and thus, perceive colour depending on the ratio of the three cone-
responses. S, M, and L-cones are not equally distributed among the retina but occur in 
relation of 1:20:40, which means that the sensitivity to red and green is much higher 
than to blue [31]. A difference in contrast sensitivity has also been measured for the 
neural channels that distribute colour information to the brain. In this process S, M and 
L-wavelength are transformed into an achromatic and two chromatic signals [32]. 
While the achromatic signal represents the sum of the cone responses, the two 
chromatic signals define colour differences in red-green and yellow-blue. These 
channels differ in contrast sensitivity, too. The achromatic channel offers highest 
contrast sensitivity and the yellow-blue channel the lowest, which can be explained 
with the relative distribution of cones in the central fovea [28].  
In consistency with the chromatic and achromatic channels, HERING proposed his 
opponent colour theory of colour vision around 100 years ago [28]. He noted that 
certain hues never occur together such as red-green or yellow-blue in the sense that a 
colour is not described as reddish-green. Based on these observations HERING argued 
that there is something fundamental about those pairs of colours [30] and used these 
colours together with white and black to define a system of six elementary colours (see 
fig. 4a). Out of this system three perceptual dimensions can be derived to describe 
colour [30]: Hue, colourfulness and brightness. While hue defines if an area appears to 
be similar to red, green, yellow and blue or to a combination of those colours, 
colourfulness describes to what extend an area appears chromatic. Brightness gives 
information about the extend an area emits of reflects light [33]. 
 
 
Figure 4. a) Colour dimensions, and b) examples of strong colours (on the basis of [28])   
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Further terms that are used in this paper are saturation (which defines colourfulness 
in relation to the brightness of similarly illuminated white [33]), and luminance (which 
determines brightness sensitivity of the human eye [34]). While green, red and blue 
represent primary colours that can directly be detected by S-, M-, and L-cones, 
secondary colours present a ratio of the primary colours [28]. In fig. 4b) saturated 
primary and secondary colours are ordered according to their luminance. These colours 
with luminances close to that of fig. 4b) are further referred to as strong colours. 
According to [28] bright strong colours can be used to claim for attention [28], which 
is also the aim of pop-out colours (see fig. 5a). Yet, these colours are discussed for a 
black background which allows sufficient luminance differences. In conceptual 
modeling a black background is not common, which is why strong colours should rather 
contrast to a white background (which is not achieved in b). Fig. 4b describes strong 
colours which are helpful to select a pop-out colour that offers enough contrast to the 
background. While a white background has a luminance of 100% a sufficient contrast 
is offered in saturated red (54%) or saturated magenta (70%). Saturated blue also offers 
a high difference, but if text is used inside the constructs, it cannot be read (c). 
  
 
Figure 5. a) Las Vegas effect: bright, strong colours on a black background, b) the same 
colours on a white background and, c) colours with a sufficient luminance contrast.    
A certain colour appearance of an element does not only depend on the element’s 
own colour attributes but also of colour attributes of neighboring regions or elements 
[28]. According to simultaneous contrast, colours shift in appearance when the colour 
of the background changes. These shifts follow HERING’s opponent theory of colour 
vision. That way, a light background induces a stimuli to appear darker and smaller and 
a dark background induces a lighter and larger appearance. Furthermore, red induces 
green, green induces red, yellow induces blue, and blue induces yellow [30]. That is 
why [28] suggests to use a neutral mid-gray background, whenever accurate visual 
colour-judgment is required. Yet, since in conceptual modeling white has always been 
used as background and an accurate judgment of colours is in most cases not required, 
we have decided not to use the grey background as a colour guideline.  
Looking at strong colours can fixate a coloured image on the retina, which 
temporarily reduces the sensitivity of photoreceptors and leads to afterimages [28]. 
This can be experienced when fixating the gaze on the black dot of fig. 6d) for at least 
10s. When looking on a white paper afterwards an afterimage with the same layout but 
complementary colours can be observed. That way, in formerly red regions of the image 
cyan emerges because the response of long-wavelength (red) is temporarily suppressed 
which leads only the medium- (green) and short- (blue) wavelength to emerge [28]. 
This is why generally it is not recommended to use large areas of bright colour [35].      
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Strong colours can also lead to a depth contrast. When light is passing through the 
lens it is refracted into its spectral components. Depending on the wavelength, spectral 
components converge beyond (red) or in front of the retinal surface (green and blue). 
That way, to reach a focus on red colours the lens have to become more convex while 
a focus on blue or green colours requires the lens to become less convex like seeing an 
object which is far away. This is why, for most observers red appears to advance and 
blue to recede [36] which can lead to unwanted depth effect when putting strong red 
and strong blue on neighboring areas. Yet, this effect also can be used to impose colour 
contrast for a pop-out effect (see fig. 5c). While strong colours are very useful as pop-
out colours, these colours should be used very carefully for the high visual distance 
scenario. In this case we need to place the constructs as far as possible on the parallel 
processing side without producing visual stress (which we accept for the pop-out 
scenario when moving the constructs even further to the parallel side). A strong colour 
combination used for large areas such as in fig. 6a) imposes visual stress due to too 
much contrast. We can avoid visual stress by using two strategies: First, using colours 
with a high luminances above the level described in fig. 4b does lead to a colour which 
is not strong and which would (due to the high luminance-level) not produce too much 
contrast to a white background (b). When using this strategy, colours should still have 
enough luminance differences as luminance is highest in feature hierarchy and is thus, 
important to discriminate between elements. Second, using low hue differences also 
leads to reduced contrast, which in turn reduces visual stress (c). Moreover, the size of 
the constructs matters. As visual stress occurs when using strong colours for large areas 
we should consider that colours for smaller areas need also to be stronger.  
 
 
Figure 6. a-c: Visual stress within the high visual distance scenario, and d) example for the 
afterimage effect  
If text is required within a coloured object then legibility becomes important, which 
is usually facilitated with a sufficient luminance contrast ratio between text and 
background. If coloured text on coloured background cannot be avoided the luminance 
contrast ratio should be at least 3:1 and preferably 10:1 [28].  
Human observers with nondeficient colour vision depart to some extend from the 
standard spectral responses which is why human observers do not see a given colour in 
exactly the same way [28]. Colour blindness further leads model users not to perceive 
colour the way it is intended it to be seen. Approximately every 12. male and every 
100. female adult in Europe is colour deficient [37]. In most cases the kind of colour-
deficiency is dichromatism, where one of the three cone pigments is missing. 
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Dichromats have problems discriminating hues [38], which is why it is recommended 
not to use hue alone to discriminate between elements. A further restriction of colour 
concerns the number of colours that should be used. Two factors restrict the number 
of colours [28]: The ability to simultaneously process a certain number of colours and 
the ability to discriminate between different colours. MILLER has estimated that humans 
can simultaneously process 7 +/-2 elements in working memory [39]. Recent research 
estimates this amount lower to 3-4 items [40]. According to research in psychophysics 
we can differentiate around 7-10 colours [41-42]. Based on those limitations a general 
limitation of 5-7 colours is given by [43], which seems reasonable based on the number 
of colours we can differentiate and process. Implications of the description of Colour 
Vision for conceptual modeling are summarized in table 2.  
Table 2. General guidelines for colour application (based on [28]) 
1. Be aware that strong colours in neighbouring and in big areas can produce visual stress 
from unwanted depth effects and afterimages.  
2. Do not use the blue-yellow channel alone for fine details. 
3. Do not use hue alone to encode information  
4. Be aware that colours of neighbouring areas change the appearance of colours.  
5. Do not use coloured text on coloured background. 
6. Limit the numbers of colours to 5-7. 
 
Based on these general guidelines also implications for the pop-out scenario as well as 
for the high visual distance scenario have been discussed and are summarized in fig. 7. 
  
 
Figure 7. Scenario-specific requirements from colour vision 
 
3.3   Requirements for an effective combination of colours 
When applying the rules of section 3.1 and 3.2 there is still a lot of subjectivity in 
choosing the right colour combination for model elements. Yet, choosing harmonious 
colours is difficult and crucial [14]. Especially, when tasks need to be solved under 
stress a visual graphic, used for this tasks, works better if it is designed aesthetically 
and harmoniously [15]. Choosing the right colours has been challenged for already a 
long time starting with the ancient Greeks. Modern colour theory has began with the 
colour wheel that has been proposed by NEWTON and was further developed by 
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GOETHE. Later, hue templates on colour wheels were developed [44]. MATSUDA, for 
example, created a set of eight hue templates that describe areas on a colour wheel in 
which harmonious colours can be selected. Hue templates can easily be rotated around 
the colour wheel which leads different harmonic hue combinations to appear and are 
often used as a starting point by designers [14]. A plethora of colour theories address 
colour harmony beyond just hue. Many of these theories suggest that colours are 
harmonious if one colour attribute contrasts while the others remain fixed [14]. That 
way, the Munsell system suggests colour sets being fixed in value and hue but vary in 
saturation to be harmonious [45] while the Ostwald system proposes colours with equal 
white or black content as harmonious [46]. Those suggestions were only tested in recent 
years (see for example [47]) and have led to contradictory results although a few trends 
have been found [14]: Colours harmonize if they are characterized with same hue, equal 
or similar saturation as well as contrasting lightness value. In recent years a broad 
empirical basis through social colour networks, such as Adobe Kuhler [48] and 
COLOURLovers [49], has emerged that offer millions of colour palettes and have been 
used by colour scientists to test their theories. Both social colour networks allow their 
users to create colour themes consisting of 1-5 colours as well as rating, commenting 
and modifying them. Based on the contradictory results from theories of colour 
harmony we decided to use colour palettes from two social colour networks that have 
also been used in colour studies (Adobe Kuhler as well as COLOURLovers).   
4   Colour combinations to create a pop-out and a high visual 
distance 
To exemplarily show how colour combinations can be used for the different colour 
scenarios, we have searched colour palettes that have at least 100 “likes” or “loves” in 
COLOURLovers or Adobe Kuhler. These colour palettes have further been assessed 
according to the requirements of section 3 for scenario 1 (pop-out) and 2 (high visual 
distance). Those colour palettes that best fulfilled the requirements were chosen as 
colour combination for conceptual modeling. Fig. 8 and 9 give an overview of most 
appropriate colour combinations for the scenarios and shows to which extend these 
combinations fulfill the requirements. For the pop-out scenario we found 11 and for the 
high visual distance scenario we have extracted 22 colour palettes. The colour 
combinations for the pop-out scenario can be found on the left side of fig. 8 and are 
evaluated according to specific pop-out requirements as well as legibility as a general 
requirement of section 3 on the right side of fig. 8. We found two colour combinations 
that provide two pop-out colours (on the top of fig. 8) and nine colour combinations 
with only one pop-out colour (on the bottom of fig. 8). The remaining colours within 
these colour combinations can be used to visually distinguish elements that should not 
pop-out and are ordered from smaller to larger elements. Within the separation of one-
pop-out colour combinations and two-pop-out colour combinations the colours are 




Figure 8. Pop-out colour combinations 
The colour combinations for producing a high visual distance are summarized in fig. 
9 and are further distinguished in colour combinations for large (top of fig. 9), small (in  
the middle) and a combination of large and small areas (on the bottom). The colour 
combinations are further ordered based on how many colours they offer and on how 
they fulfill the requirements of section 3. The colour combinations on the bottom of fig. 
9 for large- and small-area colours are further distinguished based on the application 
for large- and small-areas. That way, the small-area colours are presented on a gray 
background while the large-area colours are presented on a white background. In most 
cases not every colour of the palette fits into the scenario which is why these colours 
are depicted in black in fig. 8 and 9. For a better understanding of fig. 8 and 9 we 
exemplarily show how these colour combinations can be used for conceptual modeling. 
Therefore, we discussed the lifecycle diagram discussed in [21], p. 200 using the 
graphical notation of ISO/IEC 247744. This lifecycle diagram uses colour to visually 
distinguish the modeling constructs (scenario 2). In its original version on the left side 
of fig. 10a) this diagram imposes visual stress by using eight different colours (4 line 
and 4 background colours for the constructs). By limiting colours of the resulting model 
(on the right side of fig. 10a) to the background colours we have reduced visual stress. 
The original background colours further fulfils the requirement 3a) by using colours 
that are above the luminance level of strong colours.  
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Yet, the combination of colours might not seem harmonious to every user. This is 
why we have chosen a harmonious colour combination from fig. 9b with higher 
luminances for the larger elements using FFF9B8 and FEDEA2 (ranging from 88 to 
96%) and lower luminances for smaller elements using A7D3D2 and A7D3D2 (ranging 
from 79-83%) to produce a stronger contrast to the white background. For these colours 
the min. luminance difference is 4% and luminance is used in a range of 17%. Hue 
differences are not as high as in the original model. We have used a hue distance of at 
least 107° to other colours for the process kind, as this construct is probably the most 
important construct. The other hues only range about 33° and do that way not produce 
to much contrast, and hence visual stress.   
 
 
Figure 10. a) example model discussed in [21] before (left) and after (right) using a harmonic 
colour combination, b) details of harmonic colour combination  
5   Conclusion 
With this paper we have discussed requirements from different fields of theories for 
two different conceptual modeling colour scenarios. These requirements were further 
used to assess harmonic colour combinations of two different social colour networks. 
Moreover, we have shown exemplarily how these colour combination can be used to 
assign harmonic colours to a conceptual model. We found that using harmonic colour 
combinations defined in social colour networks has advantages and disadvantages. On 
the one hand, by using only colours that have been rated as good we can make sure that 
the model that uses these colours appears harmonic which is important for problem 
solving [15]. On the other hand, requirements drawn in section 3 were often not 
fulfilled. That way, luminance differences between pop-out and non pop-out constructs 
as well as hue contrast between colours for producing a high visual distance can be 
optimized if colours are picked individually instead of using a colour palette. This trade-
off of using colour-palettes still needs to be evaluated. The experiment described in 
[13] might offer a starting point (by using colours from fig. 8 in the experiment model) 
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for an evaluation of effects that might result from using colour palettes for the pop-out 
scenario and might give further insights of the trade-off of using colour-palettes.  
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